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From digital graphics guru Deke McClelland comes a whole new way to learn Photoshop, the high-end image-manipulation
software from Adobe. In this one-of-a-kind reference, Deke uses hundreds of annotated images and sharply focused text to get
you up and running fast with Photoshop 6. Open the book, take a look and learn how to: Paint and retouch Draw vector shapes
Create and modify layers Define channels and masks Create and apply layer styles Adjust and correct colors Apply filters and
effects Play and record actions Prepare CMYK images Save for the Web
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Bestselling essential reference work for all digital photographers.
This title will provide the reader with the advanced techniques to truly master the new photographic media. Structured around the
three main areas of shooting the image, enhancing the image and enjoying the image, the Digital Photography series makes the
world of digital imaging simple while concentrating on the photographic aspect. With the aid of inspirational images we are shown
in easy steps how the image was taken, manipulated on the computer and output in the desired form.
Explores state-of-the-art equipment and techniques while offering advice on selection, printing, and image manipulation.
At least four million people will purchase a Mac in 2005, and whether it's a PC or a laptop, it is likely to support at least one type of wireless
feature. "The Mac Users Guide to Living Wirelessly,"shows readers how to use wireless technology effectively, creatively, and safely. No
technical experience or know-how is required and the book will have new Mac and/or new wireless users up and running in no time. A
comprehensive guide to every existing Mac wireless technology and device, the book serves as great all-in-one reference tool. The hot new
wireless Tiger features as well as the new Airport Express are both covered. With this book, Mac users can successfully navigate all the
wireless technologies that their Macs support, from Wi-Fi to Bluetooth and beyond.
This step-by-step book and accompanying CD gets readers working with InDesign--a popular page layout/publishing program--immediately
so they can build real-world projects while mastering fundamental and advanced concepts. Original. (Beginner).
Windows is the number one operating system in the world. There’s a lot to Windows XP, with office productivity applications, multimedia
features, the Internet, and security upgrades. Now and then, you probably wish you could call Tech Support. That’s when you’ll be grateful
to have nine books about Windows XP in one — Windows XP All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies, Second Edition. It replaces a whole
shelf of reference books and covers Windows XP basics Customization The Internet Internet Explorer Microsoft Network Hardware
Multimedia Windows Media Center Wired and wireless networks Fully updated with the latest information on Microsoft’s improved security
features, the newest on multimedia applications and Windows Media Center, and plenty of additional stuff to help you decide about
broadband Internet connections, this edition of Windows XP All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies makes Windows XP manageable. It
helps you Get started with Windows XP, search for files, use shortcuts, deal with common problems, and take advantage of built-in help
Customize your desktop, menus, icons, and startup programs Protect your PC by using Windows Firewall, appropriate virus protection, and
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other security measures Compare browsers, connect to the Internet, choose the right e-mail program, and manage newsgroups and chats
Work with digital images, download and play music, burn CDs, find out about digital camcorders, and create movies with Movie Maker Decide
whether a Media Center PC is right for you Create a home network and troubleshoot any problems that come up With thumbtabs that make it
easy to find what you’re looking for and the famous For Dummies cheat sheet in the front, this book is designed to make life with Windows
XP a lot easier, happier, safer, and a whole lot more fun.

The Complete Guide to Digital Cameras will appeal to anyone who has recently purchased or is considering an investment in a
digital camera. Sections include: introduction to digital cameras, tips on use, available options, how to transfer images from
camera to computer, image manuipulation along with model comparisons and index of currently available cameras. Together the
book and CD-ROM will answer questions you have about digital cameras, enable you to make intelligent buying decisions, and
help you use your camera to its full potential. No camera purchase is complete without this informative guide.
Focuses on the use of a digital camera and the peripheral devices that go along with the art. This work covers scanning,
manipulation and artistic effects, and aims to help users make most of their digital camera. It includes topics such as taking
photos, scanning and storage, printing and sharing budget considerations, and choosing a camera.
The latest edition of a comprehensive guide to digital printing technology and techniques helps today's photographers select a
model that has the right features, choose from the new options of quality papers and inks, and succeed in creating excellent prints.
Original.
An introduction to the latest version of Adobe Photoshop furnishes information on the latest enhancements and features of the
graphics editing tool, along with practical techniques and real-life applications, keyboard shortcuts, and tips on image processing,
corrections, and special effects.
Filled with innovative tips and advice for the fine artist on a budget, The Fine Artist's Guide to Marketing and Self-Promotion
teaches you how to function as your own press agent. Learn how to create attention grabbing publicity videos, press releases, and
e-mails; exhibit and publish your work in magazines and newspapers; assemble grant proposals; write effective résumés; use
slides, CDs, Web sites, and other photographic and digital reproductions to get your work into the public eye, and how to qualify
for arts-in-education residencies and artists’ communities. This updated book also features extensive listings of organizations,
services, publications, and other vital resources, along with in-depth profiles of successful artists who have developed effective
techniques for marketing and promoting their work. If you’re ready to take charge of your art career, you can’t afford to be without
the information contained in this handy guide.
Discover how easy it can be to get the most out of your PC! High-quality color photographs and extremely easy-to-follow text make
this an ideal resource for upgrading, repairing and building your own computer. This informative visual guide will show you how to
improve the performance of your current system and use peripherals including DVDs, scanners, digital cameras, scanners, and
much more.
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Teaches basic digital photography techniques and explores editing and special effects.
New Epson Complete Guide to Digital PrintingLark Books
Martin Evening's award-winning Adobe Photoshop for Photographers titles have become must-have reference sources - the only
Photoshop books written to deal directly with the needs of photographers. This book contains a wealth of invaluable practical
advice, with even more hints and tips to help you achieve professional-looking results. Adobe Photoshop 7.0 for Photographers
begins with an introduction to working with digital images, providing essential, up-to-date information on everything from scanning
devices to color management and output issues. Practical workshops show you how to master the essential techniques, with full
coverage of all that's new in Photoshop 7.0, including: improved retouching techniques with the Healing Brush and Patch tool;
removing color casts with the new Auto Color image adjustment feature; navigating, sorting and managing your photographs with
the enhanced File Browser option; and how to save as many custom palette configurations as you like via the Workspace settings.
Each technique is described in step-by-step detail, showing exactly which command to use, whether you're working on a Mac or
PC. Detailed coverage is also given for Mac OSX users which Photoshop supports for the first time in version 7.0, as well as
information on Windows XP for PC users. The accompanying free CD-ROM contains invaluable movie tutorials and a selection of
images to experiment with, surely the quickest way to learn. If you have an initial grasp of the Photoshop basics and are looking
for ways to improve the quality of your work, want to find new ideas and tutorials for the best techniques direct from a pro whilst
making sure you are fully up-to-date on Photoshop 7.0, then this is the book for you!
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